Given that EU law is predominantly implemented at national level, national judges, parliamentarians, government officials and legal practitioners are core 'Charter agents' on whom the EU system relies. The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights primarily addresses the EU itself. It binds EU Member States "only when they are implementing Union law" (Article 51 of the Charter). However, a significant part of national law-and policymaking is directly or indirectly influenced by EU law. Wherever a legislative file, a judicial case or factual situation falls within the scope of binding EU law, the EU Charter applies and can be used by and invoked before national authorities. It is not always easy to draw the borders of the Charter's field of application. The question of whether the Charter applies is central to the proper implementation of EU law. FRA's handbook on Applying the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union in law and policymaking at national level provides some guidance on this issue.
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union is the EU's bill of human rights.
It contains 50 articles with substantive rights and principles, followed by four articles with general provisions. Member States have a duty to respect the rights and observe the principles of the Charter whenever they are acting within the scope of binding EU law. Where the Charter provisions are sufficiently precise and unconditional, they can have a direct effect at the national level -for instance in national courtrooms. Charter provisions that are 'principles' can only be invoked before a court if implemented by legislative or executive acts. 
Member

Respect for private and family life (Article 7), protection of personal data (Article 8), freedom of expression and information (Article 11)
In 2017, the Svea Court of Appeal (Case T 4721-16) followed the ruling of the Stockholm District Court and its assessment of personal data processing. The case concerned the right to personal integrity on the one hand and freedom of information and expression on the other. The plaintiff requested that seven links appearing in the Google Search engine index be removed, while Google Inc. maintained that they were of interest to the general public. In its ruling, the Stockholm District Court referred to Articles 7, 8, 11 and 16 of the EU Charter, elaborating on the possible conflicts between the provisions.
Right not to be tried or punished twice in criminal proceedings for the same criminal offence (Article 50)
In 2015, the Supreme Administrative Court (1161-14) had to decide whether the Swedish legislation on revocation of a licence to possess firearms was contrary to the prohibition not to be punished twice for the same crime, since it was based on a criminal sentence. The court examined the allegation, referring among others to Article 50 of the EU Charter; it concluded that the revocation did not constitute a criminal sentence, but an administrative measure.
How is the Charter used
in Sweden? 
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Charter is often more explicit about certain rights. For example, in Sweden, many Charter rights appear not to be fully mirrored in national constitutional law -for instance, the prohibition of slavery and forced labour (Article 5), right to marry and right to found a family (Article 9), freedom of the arts and sciences (Article 13), freedom to choose an occupation and right to engage in work (Article 15), freedom to conduct a business (Article 16), protection in the event of removal, expulsion or extradition (Article 19), integration of persons with disabilities (Article 26), workers' right to information and consultation within the undertaking (Article 27), right of access to placement services (Article 29), protection in the event of unjustified dismissal (Article 30), fair and just working conditions (Article 31), prohibition of child labour and protection of young people at work (Article 32), family and professional life (Article 33), access to services of general economic interest (Article 36), consumer protection (Article 38), right to good administration (Article 41), presumption of innocence and right to defence (Article 48) and the right not to be tried or punished twice for the same criminal offence (Article 50).
The absence of certain rights from a constitutional text by no means implies that they are not protected by the legal order. However, explicit guarantees in a constitutional text make these rights more visible and so also more accessible. In this sense, the Charter can strengthen less well-known rights. 
Further information
The EU Charter, available on EUR-Lex.
The Explanations relating to the Charter of fundamental rights, by the Presidium of the European Convention.
Charterpedia -a FRA webspace bringing together Charter-related information, including national case law.
EU Charter app -a FRA app to access EU Charter rights anytime, anywhere, as well as national and CJEU case law using the Charter. FRA's annual Fundamental Rights Report contains a specific chapter dedicated to the use of the Charter at national level.
European Commission, Annual reports on the application of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.
